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IN THE MOOD

REBECCA GROSS DISCOVERS THE JOY,
PLAYFULNESS AND NOSTALGIA IN THIS
MODERN EDWARDIAN VILLA FILLED WITH ART.
PHOTOGRAPHY BY EVE WILSON.

ARTWORKS CAN HELP establish the atmosphere and character of a home. In this
house in Elsternwick, Melbourne, artworks with vibrant colours, abstract forms and
textured brushstrokes express a sense of joy and playfulness for a home with heart,
warmth and personality. “We had a clear vision of how we wanted each room to
            Lucy Fenton, director of homewares store Fenton & Fenton. The clients engaged Fenton & Fenton
to furnish and style their new home, a revitalised Edwardian residence by architecture and interior design practice Pleysier Perkins.
Pleysier Perkins refreshed the front façade, the original leadlight windows, set                  
 
open-plan living, dining and kitchen and master bedroom and bathroom. The
high ceiling and timber-clad eave enhances the indoor-outdoor connection, while
cream brickwork and painted lining boards provide a cool, calm backdrop for furnishings and artworks. “We carefully detailed interior elements to reduce the proportions of the architecture to a human scale and used materials and textures to
            Ross Berger explains.
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1 Laelie Berzon’s Recreate and
Pleasure hang in the living
room. In the background, Carly
Williams’ Out of Beat.
2 Laelie Berzon’s Loose Leaf
hangs in the dining room.
3 Works by Laelie Berzon sit in
the shelf.
4 Helen McCullagh’s Flowers
from the Chicken Coop hangs in
the kitchen.
5 Two works on paper by Jai
Vasicek hang opposite Skye
Jefferys’ Lengthening and
Opening in the sitting room.
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“ Laelie uses a thick application of oil,

acrylic and soft pastel ... they subtly
draw your eye without being too
overbearing. ”
LUCY FENTON

Helen McCullagh’s still life Flowers from the Chicken Coop brightens the misty blue-coloured kitchen, and Laelie Berzon’s Loose Leaf,
with spirited brushstrokes and springtime hues, animates the natural palette of the dining room. “The works harness the joyful yet
       
Laelie’s Recreate and Pleasure also adorn a stepped-back wall in
the living area and are paired for visual impact. “Laelie uses a thick
  !     
"     "  $ "  Lucy explains. A splash of red in Laelie’s My Way enlivens the nature-inspired
living room; the blue and emerald colour palette enriched with timber, leather and brass accents.
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“Skye’s use of bold colours

and thick brush strokes work
beautifully with the moodier
colour palette.”
LUCY FENTON
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A lounge room in the front of the house has richer tones and tex                      
“We wanted the sitting room to have a luxe, sophisticated feel and the
        % " 
and pink colour palette is a deeper rendition of the bedroom, the textiles plusher and patterns striking.
Two portraits by Jai Vasicek from the series Works on Paper face
'      ’ abstract Lengthening and Opening. Both
$   "     ( )*       '     
Skye’s dynamic strokes are layered and textured, twisting and turning.
“Skye’s use of bold colours and thick brush strokes work beautifully
    
 +0)*  
simple but sophisticated and the touch of gold leaf adds the glamou     $  Q

